
Runewars Narrative League at Atomic Empire

Overview and Designer's Notes
This league is designed to have a strong flavor component. Each general is vying to expand 
his or her territory by taking territory from others. Every time you win, you expand your realm. 
Losing is not all bad, though; when you lose, you will gain access to unique upgrades and 
units, which are otherwise forbidden from use. Be careful, though; every time you bring a 
unique item or character into battle, there is a chance your opponent might steal it from you!

It might feel strange that the goal of the league is to claim territory, but the rules penalize 
you for doing so. This is completely intentional, and is designed that way for two reasons:

1. It functions as a balancing factor; those who lose early games are given a leg-up in 
future games. Winning becomes harder and harder. Whoever comes out on top has 
really earned it.

2. It is realistic. Although claiming more territory is desirable in the long-term, waging a 
campaign becomes more and more difficult as you claim more territory and spread 
your troops thinner. Those with less territory have more mobility, and have an edge in 
future battles. These rules are meant to reflect that.

These rules are designed for a 5-week league, but could easily be adapted for a different 
number of weeks; just change the starting size of the terrain decks to match.

League Setup
Each player starts by choosing a faction and begins with a deck of 5 terrain cards. Each card 
corresponds to a piece of terrain in the store. The deck will be themed toward your faction as 
much as possible, both in appearance of the terrain and the rules it provides. Each player 
begins the campaign with 0 Unique upgrades.

Attackers and Defenders
The league will meet every Tuesday evening at 6:00 PM. All participants who are present at 
that time will be ranked according to the following criteria (with lower criteria being 
tiebreakers for higher criteria):

1. Players currently possessing more terrain cards are ranked higher.
2. Players who have been present for more Tuesdays are ranked higher.
3. Players currently possessing more unique upgrades are ranked higher.
4. Players who have scored more Tournament Points during this league are ranked higher.
5. Players who have scored more Margin of Victory during this league are ranked higher.
6. Players currently ranked higher in the Throne of Terrinoth are ranked higher.
7. Remaining ties are broken at random.

Starting with the player who is ranked last, players may challenge any currently unpaired 
player. The person issuing the challenge is the attacker (so the player with the lowest rank 
will always be an attacker) while the person being challenged is the defender. These two will 
play a game tonight.
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Game Setup
Rather than the usual game setup, follow these steps:

1. Figure out how large each player's terrain deck is. Subtract the attacker's number from
the defender's to find the handicap number. If the handicap number would be less than
one, it is one instead.

2. If the handicap number is two or more, the attacker chooses one or more Special 
Objectives. See the Special Objectives section on the next page. Each player may now 
make any last-minute adjustments to his or her army list, based on the Special 
Objective(s) selected.

3. The defender chooses a number of Deployment cards from his or her collection equal 
to the handicap number, then does the same for Objective cards. The attacker chooses
one of each from the selected cards. Note that if the handicap number is one (as it will 
be in the first week) the attacker only has one of each to choose from.

4. The attacker is the first player. The attacker chooses either the red or blue deployment
area. Players measure out and mark their respective deployment areas.

5. Add up the total number of terrain pieces listed on the deployment card, regardless of 
dangerous and defensive types. Starting with the defender, players alternate drawing a
random card from their own terrain deck until they have this many pieces of terrain. 
Then, starting with the attacker, players alternate placing the terrain in the play area 
until all the selected terrain has been places. As normal, players cannot place terrain 
at range 1-2 of the play area's edge, at range 1-2 of other terrain, or touching a 
deployment area.

6. Players resolve any “Setup” instructions described on the Objective card. The attacker 
will always be “the player who chose this card” even if there was only one card to 
choose.

7. If one player has more units in his or her army, that player deploys until both players 
have the same number of units not  yet deployed. Then, starting with the first player, 
players take turns deploying a single unit from their armies.

8. Finish setup as normal; shuffle your morale decks and cast the energy tokens.

Army Building
Although a player is allowed to build a new army list for each game (at the end of step 2 of 
game setup, above), he or she must keep the same faction for the entire league. At the start 
of the league, you may not use any cards with a unique name (see Rule 86 in the reference 
guide). Note that this includes hero units, which all have a unique name; your army in the 
first week will not have any heroes. Later in the league, players may come to “possess” some
unique upgrades, as detailed later in this document. Once you possess a unique upgrade, you 
may add it to your army, or you may add a unit that shares a name with it to your army. You 
must still follow all the normal army-building rules (so possessing an out-of-faction upgrade 
does not allow you to play it, for example).
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Special Objectives
If the handicap number is two or more, the attacker may choose one or more special 
objectives. Refer to the following chart:

Handicap Number Maximum number of Special Objectives

2-3 1

4-5 2

6-7 3

8-9 4

Some special objectives may be chosen more than once, as described below. The attacker 
may choose to select fewer than the maximum number of special objectives if he or she 
wishes.

Cunning Invasion
• May be selected only once

The attacker has their eye on a specific border they wish to invade from. During step 5 of 
game setup, after terrain cards are dealt as normal, the defender deals out additional terrain 
cards equal to the handicap number. The attacker may choose to replace any of the 
defender's terrain cards with one of these.

If the handicap number is at least 5 and the attacker wins, he or she may steal two terrain 
cards instead of one during the end of game sequence (see the next page). If only one card 
was used by the defender, the attacker may choose the second card from among the extras 
dealt out at the start of the game.

Targeted Raid
• May only be selected if the defender currently possesses one or more unique upgrades that he or she is able to use.

• May be selected once for each such upgrade.
The attacker is going after a specific item or person. The attacker selects a unique upgrade 
that the defender currently possesses and is able to use. When building his or her army, the 
defender must include this upgrade or a unit with the same name.

Daring Rescue
• May only be selected if the attacker and defender are different factions

• May only be selected if the defender currently possesses one or more unique upgrades of the attacker's faction.
• May be selected once for each such upgrade.

The attacker wishes to liberate an item or person that the defender has captured. The 
attacker selects a unique upgrade of the attacker's faction that the defender currently 
possesses. Before deployment, the attacker chooses a unit to be carrying this upgrade. For 
the rest of the game, treat this upgrade as if it had been part of a defeated unit and the 
chosen unit picked up the corresponding objective token (see the next page).
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Unique Upgrades and Units
During play, if a unit with one or more unique upgrades (and/or a unique unit) is destroyed, 
place an objective token on the play area in the center of where the unit's last tray was 
positioned. Mark this token with a numbered ID token, and place the corresponding ID token 
on top of the unique card(s) that were part of the dead unit.

These tokens may be picked up and dropped in the same manner as the Supply Raid objective
card. Be sure to keep track of which tokens correspond to which upgrade card(s) at all times.

At the end of the game, you now possess all upgrade cards corresponding to tokens that your
units are currently holding. Any upgrade cards corresponding to tokens on the play area are 
now possessed by the player who won the game.

End of Game
At the end of the 8th round, follow the end of game procedure as normal. Determine who won, 
their margin of victory, and report it to the organizer. Also report whether or not any unique 
upgrades changed hands!

The winner of the game expands his or her territory! He or she may select one of the terrain 
cards that the loser used during this game and steal it, adding it to his or her deck. Note that 
the player with the biggest terrain deck at the end of the league will be declared champion of 
the league!

However, this loss of territory is less for the losing general to keep track of. This allows his or 
her army to go exploring, and may find a rare artifact or powerful ally! If there are any 
unclaimed unique upgrades that are neutral or belong to the loser's faction, the loser 
receives one of them at random. This random generation is done via a spreadsheet the 
organizer has access to.

End of League
The final rankings will be based on all the criteria in the Attackers and Defenders section, 
except for Throne of Terrinoth ranking (which should only matter for the first week or two 
anyway). The highest-ranked players will receive prizes in store credit.


